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I believe that Deontay Wilder can win the 3rd fight with Tyson Fury by way of KO or TKO. I had 
been a member of a Facebook boxing group. I left that group due to the hater trolls saying the worst
things possible. Those people need psych help. The moderators would take posts down at will. Well,
I am the head honcho of Ato Consulting Dot com. I don't have to worry about having my posts 
taken down.

In the 3rd fight, there should not be any illegal tactics being used: Hitting behind the head, placing 
hands around the opponents neck and bringing their neck down while doing this, gloves have to be 
double checked and tripled checked to make sure padding has not been removed and/or metal 
objects being placed into the gloves. Let this be a fair fight and let the best man win.

Watch this quick clip of Deontay Wilder knocking Dominic Breazeale out with 1 
punch.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB9-GwSdMLs

If the link above does not work, please do an online search for a video which does work in your 
country. The right hand that was thrown by Deontay was super quick, accurate and very powerful. 
That same punch would have KO'd any heavyweight on the planet. There are 8,640 seconds in a 12 
round fight. The punch above came out at fraction of a second. Do the math. All it takes is for 1 
punch from Deontay to stop a heavyweight opponent. 

The Wilder haters keep on and on about the 2nd fight between Wilder and Fury and how they believe
Tyson Fury will stop Deontay Wilder again. They seem to forget that Wilder was not laying flat on 
the canvas with his head touching the canvas as had been the case with Tyson Fury in their first 
fight.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB9-GwSdMLs


In that first fight, the fight should have been stopped in the 12th round as Tyson Fury was on the 
canvas for more than 10 seconds. The ref in that fight had given Tyson Fury a break. Tyson Fury has
placed a huge photo of himself hitting Wilder during their 2nd fight, on his gym wall. Well, Deontay 
Wilder could place photos of himself having knocked Fury down in their first fight, on his gym wall
too. However, Deontay doesn't need to resort to that tactic as he has confidence in his own ability. 
He doesn't need to pump himself up in that way.

Deontay has been quiet  following his 2nd fight with Fury. This is good. I hope he continues with 
this approach. He is focusing on his training and on gettting revenge against Tyson Fury. The great 
Wladimir Klitschko and his brother Vitali, would not waste their time doing trash talking and 
playing silly games to pump themselves up with. They did their talking in the ring with their fists on
fight night.

Deontay's silence has been playing on Tyson Fury's mind and the minds of the boxing media as 
well. If you look back ot the sport of Tennis, you will see how Bjorn Borg would remain 
unemotional and ice cool during his games. I hope that Deontay Wilder can keep emulating Bjorn 
and the Klitschko brothers in the same way.

I have some unique training methods which can help to increase Deontay Wilder's hand speed and 
punching power. I will give thise tips to him on a 0 cost pro bono basis. He can contact me via web 
site or social media pages, if he's interested.


